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The Cornt>ll J?lr,ci ron Storage Ring was operated with a hor- 
izontal emit tance of 65 nm-rad to produrct hard x-rays from an 

Besides t,he desired reduction in ernittancr, a number of ot her 

undulator. Because all of the storage ring quadrupoles are indi- 
effects also resulted from increasing the tune of the storage: ring. 

vidually powered and under softwarc control, hardware modifi- 
The momentum compaction cvp was reduced from .0157 to .0063, 

cations wcrc not nreded to reduce the emittance from its usual 
thus reducing the required radio frequency accelerating voltage 
from 6.4 to 3.9 MV/turn. ‘I’his allowed the removal of onca of 

value of 166 nn-rad during colliding beam operation. IJp to 3,5 
rrtA could be stored in a single bunch and a t,otal of 115 mA was 

the RF cavities from the ring. Less desirably, the strength of the 

stored in six bunches. A vertical cmittance of less than 1 nm-rad 
sextupoles needed to correct the natltral chromaticity of the stor- 

was observed at low currants. The undulator did not significantly 
age ring approximately doubled. The properties of the normal 
high emittance lattice and the low emittance undulator lattice 

affect, lhe behavior of t,he beam in the storage ring. a.re compared in ‘Table 2. 

Lattice Design and I’crforrriance 

The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) normally oper- 
ates at an energy bctwccn 4.7 and 5.g GeV to provide colliding 
beams for high energy physics research. Synchrotron radiation 
from the electrons in CESJt is also used parasit,ically, for experi- 
mmts at tllr Cornell IIigh Energy Synrhrotron Source (CHESS). 
During the spring of 1988, the CESR lattice was adapted to pro- 
duce low rmittancc, t!lc,ct,ron beams for t11e dedicated operation 
of a hart1 x-ray undulntor.’ 

The horizontal size of the electron beam was measured by 
scanning the visible light component of the synchrotron radiation 
from a ring dipole ma.gnet across a narrrow, vertically oriented 
charge coupled device (CCD) detector using a mirror. The shape 
of the beam was roughly Gaussian with u = 1.08 mm. At the 
source of t,he light, /3x = 15.3 m, and the contribution to the sizch 
of tlte beam from its energy spread is negligible. The measured 

Table 5.1 

‘l‘hr undulator was ins&cd in thcz CJ<SR straight sect,ion 
tttat is Ilpstrealn from one of the CJIESS x-ray l)ram lines. Sytl- 
chrotrou radiation is usually supplied to this line by a seven pole 
v:iggler that was removed to make room for the undulator. An 
electrostatic sc,parator, used during colliding beam operation t.o 
deflect the c,lcct,ron and positron beams onto distinct orbits, was 
also rc~novc>tl frown ttlis Pt,raight sc:ct,ion. A storage ring rnergy 01 
5..137 Gc,\‘, where injection conclitions wc:rc well est,ablished from 
previous high c:rlc’rgy J)hysics running, was chosen for the init,ial 
operation. 011.cncrgy injection into CESR was used throughout, 
t11c, r~xprrirur~nt. 

Undulator Insertion 

Desjgn 12frasurocl 

A “IISLTP.L”I 19.82 m 21 .20 111 i 

Iluring high rnrrgy physics operation. the horizontal cmit- 
t,ancc- of thr electron beam in CESR, 166 mn-rad. is too large to 
prod\~cc high brightnrss radiation from the undulator. ‘J’he emit,- 
tans was rrtluced to 65 nm-rad by illcreasing the horizontal tunr 
of i lir> st orngla ring frolrt 9.38 to 15.42 aud the vertical tune from 
!1.36 to 1‘2.3.5. This could bc clone willlout making any physical 
:Ilor!iJic.;llioll~ t.0 the storage ring ma.gn&s or power supplies bc- 
<‘a~(’ all of t,he quaclrupoles in CMB, except ttlc! nonadjustable 
1)crImItcnt magnet quadrupolc- :, nearest the interaction points, 
arc‘ in<livicll&ly powered and lmder software control. One ad- 
ditional quadrupole was added next t,o the undulator to create 
all insertion with nearly constant values of /3 in each plane. A 
second quadrupole was added on the opposite side of the storagr 
ring to prcsrrvp its syrnrn&ry. Zero dispersion in the undula- 
tor insertion was also desired in the lat,t,ic:c drsign. The lattice 
fllnctions cl~osc~n arc’ shown ii1 Fig. 1. 

Table 5.2 

Storage Rir Parameters 

Normal Latlic 

5.437 GeV 

Once injection was establishrd, t hr /? flmctions were mea- 
sured at each quadrupole in the storage ring by varying thr 
strength of t.htr quaclrupole and obsclrving the effect on the tune. 
The quadrupoles were t,hen adjusted to bring the measured values 
of ,8 into conformance with the design. Particular ca.re was taken 
with the beta function in thr undulator. The measured and de- 
sign values of the lat,ticr functions at the end of the quadrupoles 
at c%ach end of the undulator insertion arr listed in Table 1. 

Energy E0 

Revolut.ion Frequency f,, 

RF Frequency ~IIF 

Horizontal Emit. t, (design) 

Vertical l?mit. ty (measured) 

IIorizontaJ Tune Qz 

Vertical Tune Qr 

Natural Vert. Chromat. & 

Natural Horiz. Chromat,. &, 

Horiz. Sextupole Strength AI, 

Vert. Sextupolr Strength ill, 

Synch. Oscillation Freq. f8 

Energy Spread (~~1 Eo 
hlomcntum Compaction ckp 

Bunch Length ‘TL 

Number of RF Cavity Cells 

RF Voltage \~, 

RF Power (no bealrt) 

Synch. Rad. Energy Loss (1, 

Kumber of Bunches 

, 
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.14:39 
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2.0 cm 
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6.4 MV 
230 IW 
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.326S 
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6.32 x lo-” 

.0063 

1.6 cm 
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150 KW 

.15 MeV/turn 
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Fig. 1. CESR low emittance lattice. 

beam size therefore corresponds to a horizontal emittance of 

CT2 
t, = - = 76 nm-rad. 

Bz 

Given the uncertainty in the angular orientation of the CCD 
detector and in the magnification of the optical system, this is 
consistent with the design value of 65 nm-rad. 

The vertical beam size was obtained from a Gaussian fit to 
a scan of the vertical profile of the visible synchrotron light ob- 
tained with a position sensitive CCD. Before the measurement, 
the coupling between the horizontal and vertical components of 
thus electron beam motion was minimized by adjusting the skew 
qlladrupoles in the storage ring, thereby minimizing the vet%i- 
cal beam size. The accuracy of thr rneaurement was limited by 
the 150 iin, resolution of the optical system.’ The smallest ob- 
served profile had a value of o,,,,, = 190 ,,m. Subtracting the 
optical resolution in quadrature results in a vertical beam size 
(T = 116 /urn which together with p, = 13.97 m at the thr source 
poiut corresponds to a vertical emit.tance of .96 mn-rad. Fre- 
quent adjustment of the skew qlladrupolcs was required to main- 
tain this vertical cmittance. Typically, the vertical emittance was 
somewhat greater than 1 nm-i-ad. Tllr vertical emittance wa.s un- 
affrtted by the amount of beam stored until the current rxcreded 
20 mA/bunch with the emit.t,ance increasing rapidly beyond this 
current (Fig. 2). 

The best injection rates, > 10 rrlil/min/buncll, were camp”- 
rablc to thr best rates achicvrd with the normal high emittancc 
lattice. ‘I‘hr injection rate as well as the life-time of th? stored 
Icarn was very sensitive to thr prrcisc value of the vertical tune,. 
IIitrrrlf~ll resonances \vvrrct folintl wit11 a spacing corresponding to 
orlr>-third of the synchrotron oscillat,ion frcqucncy. These may 
have lwcn due to third ortlcr s?.ll~ll~ol)rtat~orl resonimccs driven 
by the strong scxtupolcs reqlLilc4 l)llt no drtailrd mrasuremrnts 
WW: undertaken. Tl~r injrctiou rat P \ras also cxtlcrncly scrtsitivc 
to the strer1gt11 of the s?xt,upolc% Increasing the chrornaticit,j 

rrulch bryorltl zero quic.kly hurt irijcction and it was not possi- 

ble to store the beam when the chromaticity was negative. All 
of these effects were exacerbated when the beam energy was in- 
creased to 6 GeV where a slightly different lattice was used to 
compensate for the weaker focusing from the permanent magnet 
quadrupoles. Given the short time available for dedicated un- 
dulator operation, no effort was devoted to understanding the 6 
GeV performance and 5.437 GeV beams were used for undulator 
operation. 

The largest current stored in a single bunch was 35 mA. Be- 
yond that, further injection was prevented by a beam instability. 
The nature of the instability was not investigated. Up to seven 
equally spaced bunches were stored at one time. Under those con- 
ditions, the life-time of the stored beam would often deteriorate 
rapidly, possibly because of ion trapping. This was prevented by 
storing only six bunches with a gap corresponding to the miss- 
ing sevrnth bunch. The maximunr current, stored undrr thcsc 

conditions was 115 111.4 which was lost when the power to the 
RF accelerating cavity was inhibited by a protective interlock. 
Operationally, 80 mA currents could bc easily stored. The beam 
life-time at these currents was from 200 to 300 minutes. 

Interaction with the Lndulator 

‘rhc undulator had no important, rffect on the performance 
of the storage ring. Its installation produced no operationally 
significant change in t hc orbit, tune, coupling, or chromat ic-ity. 
and use of the trim magnets that were installed to correct, the 
integrat,cd dipole error in the undulator was not required. Thr 
undulat,or produced an orbit error of less than f0.5 mm in the 
horizontal plane and 4~0.06 mm in the vertical.These arc much 
smaller than the deviations that remain after othrr orbit, errors 
are corrrcted. Analysis of the closed orbit distoriion produced 
by the undulator shows that, it ca11 bc caused hy the dipolc errors 
at the unclulator location list,4 in Table 3. These are comparrtl 
witll the, Inaxinluni error that was pc,rniit.tcYl ill t.hc specification 
for the undulator. 

AU at tcxnlpt was mule to mr’nsuw the effc~ct.ivc~ scxtllpolc- 
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Fig. 2. Vertical emittance growth with current. 

component of the magnetic field of the undulator by measuring 
the horizontal and vertical tunes as function of the horizontal 
position of the beam in the undulator. The experiment was re- 
peated with the undulator gap set to 2.4 cm and 1.5 cm, corre- 
sponding to peak undulator fields of 0.19 and 0.45 Tesla respec- 
tively. The position was varied using a four element orbit bump 
and measured with beam detectors at each end of the undulator. 
The results are plotted against the average beam position in the 
undulator in Fig. 3. Any sextupole component in the undula- 
t,or field would change the slope of the lines when the undulator 
field is changed as the gap is opened but no appreciable change 
is seen. Its sextupole component is t,oo small to measure by this 
technique. 
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The constant tune shifts between open and closed gap COII- 
ditions in Fig. 3 can not result entirely from a quadrupole com- 
ponent in the undulator field because both the horizontal and 
vertical tunes move in the same direction as the gap is opened. 
Part of the tune shift as well as all of the slope of the lines re- 
sults from a change in the orbit around the ring introduced by 
the orbit bump. The erroneous hypothesis that all of the hori- 
zontal tune shift is produced at the undulator location requires 
an integrated quadrupole field of 3.9 x lo-* m-l corresponding 
to a gradient of .35 Gauss/cm from a 2 m long quadrupole. 

The skew quadrupole component of the undulator was stud- 
ied by measuring the change in coupling introduced by closing 
the undulator gap from 2.4 cm to 1.5 cm.’ The integrated skew 
quadrupole component measured by this technique is approxi- 
mately 4.7 x lo-’ rn-‘. 

The measurements described have shown that CESR can pro- 
vide low emittance electron beams for use with an undulator but 
the true test of the performance of CESR as a low emittance 
x-ray source lies in the quality of the x-rays from the undula- 
tor. The undulator produced a radiation spectrum with distinct 
peaks through the seventh harmonic and an observed brightness 
in the third harmonic of 8.2 x 1014 photons/sec-.l%bandwidth- 
mm*-mrad’-mA at 13 KeV, thus demonstrating the suitability 
of CESR as a source of high quality undulator radiation. 

Table 3 

Dipole Errors I 

Plane 
Horizontal 

Vertical 

Measured 
338 Gauss-cm 

< 81 Gauss-cm 

Specified 

< 400 Gauss-cm 

< 100 Gauss-cm 
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Fig. 3. Betatron frequencies vs. beam position in undulator. 
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